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Abstract: The Gaussian noise model is used to estimate the performance of three digital nonlinearity compensation (NLC) algorithms in C-band, long-haul, optical fiber transmission, when
the span length and NLC bandwidth are independently varied. The algorithms are receiver-side
digital backpropagation (DBP), transmitter-side DBP (digital precompensation), and Split NLC
(an equal division of DBP between transmitter and receiver). For transmission over 100×100 km
spans, the model predicts a 0.2 dB increase in SNR when applying Split NLC (versus DBP) to a
single 32 GBd channel (from 0.4 dB to 0.6 dB), monotonically increasing with NLC bandwidth
up to to 1.6 dB for full-field NLC. The underlying assumptions of this model and the practical
considerations for implementation of Split NLC are discussed. This work demonstrates, theoretically, that, regardless of the transmission scenario, it is always beneficial to divide NLC between
transmitter and receiver, and identifies the transmission regimes where Split NLC is particularly
advantageous.
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Fig. 1. Transmission models for digital nonlinearity compensation (NLC): (a) digital precompensation (DPC), (b) digital backpropagation (DBP) and (c) Split NLC. Note that (c)
is a generalisation of (a) and (b), where it has previously been shown that the optimum
configuration is NS _ DPC = NS − NS _ DBP = dNS /2e.

In order to increase the data throughput of bandwidth-constrained, long-haul, optical fiber
transmission systems, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), as measured at the receiver, must be
improved. Since received SNR depends on all the noise contributions in a transmission link,
including from within the receiver and transmitter, it is worth revisiting the commonly investigated digital signal processing (DSP) algorithms to ensure that they maximize SNR [1]. In this
regard, the DSP-based optical fiber nonlinearity compensation (NLC) algorithm known as digital
backpropagation (DBP) is of particular interest.
Three implementations of the DBP algorithm have been proposed, which are shown schematically in Fig. 1. The first, as shown in Fig. 1(a), is DBP applied at the transmitter, or digital
precompensation (DPC). This method has the advantage of applying NLC to a notionally noise
free signal [2], and theoretically improves transmission performance by up to one additional
transmission span versus receiver-side DBP [3] , which is illustrated in Fig. 1(b). The most recent
implementation of the DBP algorithm involves an equal division of the DSP between transmitter
and receiver (hereafter ‘Split NLC’) [3] as shown in Fig. 1(c). Although the performance limit
of these algorithms is known [4–8], the relative performance of the algorithms has not yet been
analysed for practical transmission systems.
Several analytical models that estimate the nonlinear interference (NLI) coefficient and the
coherence factor for digital NLC have been proposed [4, 9–13] in order to predict NLC performance. Due to the prohibitive complexity of wideband transmission system simulations, only a
few numerical simulations with NLC compensation have been reported to confirm the reliability
of these analytical models [3, 5, 14, 15]. Notably, however, in [16], the analytical model and
numerical simulation of transmission over a 1 THz signal bandwidth using multichannel DBP
are compared; this work confirms the reliability of the analytical model with NLC for wideband
transmission systems.
The vast majority of analytical models [4, 5, 9–15], system simulations [6–8, 17–21] and
experimental studies [22–27] of NLC are reported for receiver-side DBP performance, which
is relatively straightforward to implement in laboratory conditions. The recent experimental
examples have exploited advances in analog-to-digital converter (ADC) technology to achieve

significantly greater performance by applying DBP to multiple channels simultaneously. Multichannel DBP compensates for both self-channel and inter-channel interference, meaning that, in
some cases, a doubling [23] of transmission reach can be experimentally realised.
Few analytical and simulation analyses of DPC performance have been reported [3], mainly
due to the historically inferior performance of available digital-to-analogue converters (DAC)
versus ADCs, which lead naturally to an emphasis on receiver-side NLC. Recently, the challenge
of the DAC bandwidth limitation for DPC was overcome in [2], where multichannel DPC at the
transmitter was experimentally demonstrated using mutually coherent sources [2, 28]; in one
notable experiment achieving a trebling of transmission distance [29].
Surprisingly, little has been previously reported on the performance of Split NLC, or indeed
any generalised split transmitter/receiver nonlinearity compensation [3, 5, 18, 30] and, to date,
no experimental results have been presented. Advances in NLC split between transmitter and
receiver have lagged behind receiver-side NLC; possibly, again, due to the availability of DACs
with comparable performance to ADCs, but also due to the challenge of applying offline DSP simultaneously for signal predistortion and post-compensation. Nevertheless, it was demonstrated
via numerical simulations that a simple division of the linear chromatic dispersion compensation DSP between transmitter and receiver [18] or, similarly, a simple division of a single
nonlinear phase shift between transmitter and receiver [30], could give a nonlinear performance
improvement.
In response to the newly available multichannel DPC technique, it was postulated and verified
via numerical simulations in [3], that Split NLC could be implemented, and that applying NLC
to the full signal bandwidth (‘full-field’ NLC), the SNR gain improvement of Split NLC over
DBP would always be ≥1.5 dB. The full 1.5 dB gain is only achieved when the NLC is applied
to the entire signal bandwidth simultaneously. For practical reasons, there is a question as to
the performance improvement of the Split NLC algorithm when applied to just one or a few
channels from the full transmitted signal bandwidth.
In this work, a closed form approximation based on the Gaussian Noise (GN)-model is used
to estimate the performance of Split NLC when a varying number of channels used for NLC.
Further, the system parameters which affect the performance advantage of Split NLC over DBP
and DPC are theoretically analysed. Finally, considerations for practical implementations of
Split NLC, in particular with regards to the influence of polarization mode dispersion (PMD),
equalization enhanced phase noise (EEPN) and transceiver impairments are discussed.
2.

Algorithm and performance model

The NLC algorithm in question, commonly known as digital backpropagation (DBP), is used
herein as a general description of any NLC technique which digitally compensates signal-signal
nonlinear interactions incurred in optical fiber transmission. NLC can be applied either over a
single-wavelength channel bandwidth (leaving inter-channel nonlinear effects uncompensated)
or over a bandwidth incorporating multiple channels. When no NLC is applied, the GN-model
can be used to predict transmission performance. When NLC is simultaneously applied to all
transmitted channels, the same GN-model can be used, but with the signal-signal interaction
term removed. Finally, when only partial bandwidth NLC is applied, this can be modelled as
a corresponding partial reduction in the signal-signal interaction term. We therefore model the
resulting SNR in each case, assuming ideal, noiseless transceivers, as follows [3, 5, 11]:
SN R ≈

NS P ASE

P
,
2 + σ2
+ σ ss
sn

where the signal-signal interaction term is


2
σ ss
= η(B)Ns1+ 1 − η(B NLC )Ns1+ 2 P3 ,

(1)

(2)

and the signal-noise term is
2
σ sn
= 3ξη(B)P2 P ASE .

(3)

In Eqs. eq:intBWDBP and eq:SSinteraction, B is the total transmitted signal bandwidth, P ASE
is the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise power (from optical amplifiers), P is the
channel power, B NLC is the bandwidth used for NLC,  1 and  2 are coherence parameters for
self channel interference (which are close to zero for wide bandwidth transmission) evaluated
using bandwidths B and B NLC , respectively, Ns is the total number of spans, and η is the single
span nonlinear interference factor. In Eq. eq:SNinteraction, it was assumed that the signal-noise
nonlinearity factor over one span is well approximated by 3η(B) [3, 16]. The parameter ξ in
Eq. eq:SNinteraction is crucial when considering Split NLC, as it depends on the number of
spans and the method used for digital NLC, as detailed in [3], and is defined as follows:
ξ=

N S _X
D PC −1

k 1+ 1 +

k =1

N SX
_D B P

k 1+ 1 ,

(4)

k =1

where NS _ DPC is the number of spans of DPC, NS _ DBP is the number of spans of DBP, and
NS = NS _ DPC + NS _ D BP . For Split NLC, we assume NS _ DPC = NS − NS _ DBP = dNS /2e [3].
What, then, are the implications of this model for the newly introduced implementations of
DBP: DPC and Split NLC? Consider (1) in the limiting case of B NLC = B. Here, the SNR gain
versus DBP is simply the ratio of the ξ terms in each implementation, which is ≥1.5 dB for
Split NLC (see [3]). When B NLC  B, the P3 (signal-signal) term appears to dominate the
nonlinear noise expression. As this term has no implementation dependence, the performance in
this regime is similar for DBP, DPC and Split NLC (except for regimes where the signal-ASE
interaction term is also correspondingly large; there Split NLC retains a distinct advantage).
This may be somewhat surprising, considering that the latter two implementations operate on an
almost noise free signal. However, this model indicates that inter-channel nonlinear interference
eliminates most of this advantage. The final case, an intermediate range when B NLC < B but still
several times the channel bandwidth, is of particular practical interest, as the high computational
complexity of digital NLC currently limits the signal bandwidth which can be simultaneously
compensated. In the following section, we evaluate (1) over different bandwidths, B NLC , to
estimate achievable SNR gain in each scenario.
3.

Results

Table 1. Summary of system parameters

Parameter
Fiber attenuation
Dispersion parameter
Fiber nonlinear coefficient
Span length
Symbol rate
EDFA noise figure
WDM channels
Channel separation

Value
0.2
17
1.2
100
32
5
150
32.3

Units
dB/km
ps/(nm · km)
1/(W · km)
km
GBd
dB
GHz

The highest achievable SNR (SNR at optimum launch power) was estimated via (1) using the
system parameters listed in Table 1 for transmission distances of 1000 km and 10000 km. (These
are representative of metropolitan area and ultra-long-haul/submarine links, respectively.)
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Fig. 2. Numerical evaluation of (1) to establish additional SNR gain over receiver-side DBP
for both DPC and Split NLC after (a) 1000 km and (b) 10000 km transmission.

The effect of varying NLC bandwidth for the three algorithms under test is shown in Fig. 2.
At both distances, Split NLC provides >1.5 dB SNR gain versus conventional (receiver-side)
DBP when applied to the full transmitted signal bandwidth. The maximum SNR gain decreases
with distance, and this is due to the corresponding decrease in the coherence parameter,  1 , with
distance. As noted in previous work [3], the asymptotic SNR gain over DBP for Split NLC is
1.5 dB ( 1 → 0) for dispersion unmanaged systems. Similarly, for DPC, the largest gains are
seen for wide bandwidth NLC, however the gains are smaller for DPC: 0.4 dB and 0.04 dB at
1000 km and 10000 km, respectively. This is because the gains for DPC come from the first span,
only, and therefore the SNR gain over DBP will tend asymptotically to zero for long transmission
distances. These results are summarised in Fig. 3(a).
The limiting case considered, above, requires a backpropagation bandwidth of almost 5 THz,
and so we must ask: are SNR gains over DBP achievable for practical NLC bandwidths? Consider
single channel NLC. For both transmission distances, DPC exhibits negligible gain over DBP
(<0.01 dB). This is because the signal-signal (P3 ) nonlinear interference term dominates the
signal-ASE (P2 ) term for small NLC bandwidths at short distances. As the signal-ASE term
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Fig. 3. The SNR improvement using different NLC algorithms, as in Fig. 2, when (a)
compensating the full C-band simultaneously, and (b) compensating only a single channel
from the C-band.
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Fig. 4. Split NLC performance at 10000 km for different span lengths and number of
compensated channels.

begins to dominate at large distances, the one span equivalent reduction in this term due to
DPC becomes negligible. As can be readily seen from the summary in Fig. 3(b), for the case
of Split NLC, an additional SNR gain of 0.2 dB is observed for single channel NLC after a
transmission distance of 10000 km. In absolute terms, the NLC gain increases from 0.4 dB for
conventional DBP, to 0.6 dB for Split DBP. This is because the performance of Split NLC versus
DBP increases at long distances as the signal-ASE term becomes increasingly significant with
the accumulation of ASE. (Note that a similar effect would be observed for shorter transmission
distances provided similar accumulated ASE, for example due to high noise figure amplifiers or
a larger fiber attenuation coefficient.) As is clear from Fig. 2(b), three channels would need to be
simultaneously compensated using DBP in order to achieve the same gain as single channel Split
NLC; greatly increasing the signal processing complexity.
Similarly, given the performance dependence of Split NLC on the signal-ASE interaction, we
investigated how span length affected SNR gain when considering a limited NLC bandwidth

(Fig. 4) for a transmission distance of 10000 km. For DPC and DBP, performance monotonically
decreases with span length for all NLC bandwidths. There is very little performance difference
between DPC and DBP, for all span lengths, and the mitigation of the additional signal-ASE
interaction in systems with long spans is not a feature of these algorithms. In contrast to the results
for DPC and DBP, SNR gain increased at long span lengths for Split NLC when B NLC  B.
Further, a general trend can be observed; as the NLC bandwidth is increased, the span length at
which Split NLC significantly outperforms DPC and DBP decreases.
4.

Considerations for practical implementations of Split NLC

A key conclusion from the preceding results is that Split NLC offers equal or greater performance
versus both DBP and DPC. Notwithstanding the significant implication for the design of NLC
algorithms in general, the above analysis of (1) assumes an idealised transmission system with
only one source of random noise (ASE), and the consequent stochastic process (nonlinear
signal-ASE interactions). Practical systems are inherently limited by other noise sources, of
which finite back-to-back SNR [1], equalization enhanced phase noise (EEPN) [19, 31, 32], and
polarization mode dispersion (PMD) [7,8,21,33] are the most significant when considering NLC
performance. The following subsections explore the validity of the conclusions by discussing the
impact of each noise source, with particular attention given to implications for the algorithms
discussed herein.
4.1.

Finite back-to-back SNR

The upper limit on the available SNR in a coherent optical transmission system, in the absence
of nonlinear impairments, is bounded by the transceiver subsystems [1], mainly due to DAC and
ADC quantization noise and timing jitter. In a realistic optical transmission system the received
SNR, (SNRTOT ), includes different, uncorrelated noise components as [34]
1
1
1
1
=
+
+
,
SN RTOT
SN RTR SN R ASE SN R NL I

(5)

where, SNRTR is the maximum SNR that can be achieved in the transmission system in the
absence of NLI and ASE noise, which can be experimentally measured in a back-to-back
configuration without ASE noise loading. The SNRASE accounts for the amplifier spontaneous
emission noise and SNRNLI accounts for the nonlinear noise components related to the fiber
link.
At short transmission distances, the SNRTR introduces the predominant source of noise in the
system [34]. Thus, systems with finite SNR generally see limited digital NLC performance at
short transmission distances, where the link SNR is relatively high compared to transceiver noise
sources (see, e.g., [23]). At longer transmission distances, the effect of SNRTR becomes much
less significant, and the system performance is dominated by the accumulation of ASE and and
NLI. The exact transmission distance where this difference occurs is clearly dependent on the
value of the back-to-back SNR.
What are the implications of finite SNR for Split NLC? For shorter transmission distances, as
shown in Fig. 2(a), Split NLC would still be beneficial when considering full field NLC, but the
SNR gain over DBP or DPC will be smaller than for an idealised system. At longer transmission
distances, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b), the performance is dominated by the accumulation of ASE,
and the relative advantage of Split NLC would remain.
4.2.

Equalization enhanced phase noise

EEPN arises due to the interaction between laser phase noise and the digital dispersion compensating filter; a fundamental aspect of all the algorithms discussed herein. If dispersion

compensation is applied at the receiver, then the coherence of the local oscillator laser determines the degradation in performance due to EEPN, whereas the transmitter laser coherence
determines the impairments generated by EEPN for transmitter-side dispersion compensation.
For reasonable laser linewidths (approximately 100 kHz), the impact of EEPN on central channel
performance has been shown to be negligible after NLC for 9×32 GBd DBP [19]. However, as
EEPN increases with the bandwidth of the dispersion compensating filter [31] this may have
significance for the wide bandwidth NLC results presented in this paper.
It should be noted that the performance degradation due to EEPN is not fundamental, as laser
phase noise reduction and digital coherence enhancement (DCE) techniques have previously
been shown to reduce the impact of EEPN. At the receiver, DCE is easily implemented using a
secondary self-coherent receiver, to measure the local oscillator phase noise, and feed-forward
DSP [35]. DCE is impractical to implement for the transmit laser, so laser phase noise reduction
is typically implemented using feedforward filtering in the optical domain [36]. Ostensibly,
the challenge of the optical domain technique is a key disadvantage for any NLC requiring
transmitter-side processing, however the requirement of a secondary receiver (albeit at low
sample rates) means DCE is also a relatively complex technique. Nevertheless, in the context of
the present investigation, the validity of neglecting EEPN is not in question, as techniques exist
for its mitigation.
Finally, assuming that laser phase noise remains both significant and uncompensated, what are
the EEPN implications for Split NLC? In contrast to the superlinear scaling of the signal-ASE
nonlinear noise coefficient, ξ, given in (4), to first order EEPN has been shown to scale linearly
with distance. A trivial modification to [31, Eq. 37] yields the expression for the resulting noise
variance due to EEPN.
σ 2EEPN ∝ DB(L pre f Sig,3dB + L post f LO,3dB ),

(6)

where D is the dispersion parameter, B is the bandwidth of the dispersion compensating filter, L pre and L post are the dispersive fiber lengths pre/post-compensated, respectively, and
f Sig,3dB and f LO,3dB are the 3 dB laser linewidths of the transmitter and local oscillator lasers,
respectively. Evidence from numerical simulations shows that this linear trend holds for systems
employing NLC [19]. Thus, under the reasonable assumption that f Sig,3dB = f LO,3dB , this
indicates that DBP, DPC, and Split NLC would all see an equivalent impairment from EEPN,
albeit relatively small for most realistic transmission systems.
4.3.

Polarization mode dispersion

PMD is an apparently unavoidable physical phenomenon in optical fiber transmission. The
effectively stochastic nature of PMD has been shown to limit the efficacy of NLC [7, 8, 21, 33];
in particular, PMD limits the bandwidth over which nonlinearity can be effectively compensated.
Split NLC divides the nonlinear compensation of the link into two, and is thus analytically
comparable to mid-span optical phase conjugation (OPC). An analysis of the efficacy of NLC
made for OPC introduced a nonlinearity compensation efficiency parameter [37, Eq. 2], which
includes the effect of PMD. Split NLC can be incorporated into this analysis by analogy with
the single OPC scenario. When using a single OPC per transmission link, both the nonlinearity
mitigation and the accumulation of average differential group delay (DGD) are divided. For OPC,
this division was shown to be mathematically √
equivalent to reducing NLI to that of a system with
the PMD coefficient reduced by a factor of 2 versus the equivalent system employing DBP
or DPC. Observing the symmetry between OPC and Split NLC, a similar effect is anticipated,
which would enable nonlinearity mitigation at wider signal bandwidths and, therefore, enhanced
NLC performance, overall.
It should be noted for completeness that PMD, although time-variant, is not truly a stochastic
process, and knowledge of the DGD of each span of the transmission link can be used to improve

the performance of NLC [8]. Directly monitoring the DGD is challenging, and to date has not
been demonstrated. However, the total DGD accumulated over the link can be obtained from the
tap weights of the adaptive equalizer at the receiver [38], and this information has been shown to
be effective at mitigating the impact of PMD when incorporated into the DBP algorithm [20, 39].
Unfortunately, information obtained from equalizer tap weights is not available at the transmitter,
so innovative experimental methods will need to be explored to implement PMD mitigation in
either DPC or Split NLC.
5.

Conclusions

Using a theoretical model for signal-to-noise ratio after wide bandwidth optical fiber transmission,
the performance of Split NLC was evaluated relative to transmitter-side (DPC) or receiver-side
(DBP) digital nonlinearity compensation. Although it was previously shown theoretically, and
verified by numerical simulations, that Split NLC provides more than 1.5 dB SNR gain over
DBP, the implications of this technique for a practical system had never been discussed. Split
NLC, an equal division of digital NLC between transmitter and receiver, was shown to provide
equal or greater performance when compared with DPC and DBP, in all scenarios investigated,
regardless of the NLC bandwidth. Notably, for single channel NLC in an ultra-long haul scenario,
Split NLC increased the SNR gain by 50% versus DBP. Further, the implications of realistic
link parameters were highlighted, and the potential advantage of Split NLC in links impaired
by PMD was discussed. Given that the computational complexity requirements are equal to the
previously proposed algorithms, these performance advantages form a compelling argument for
using Split NLC in all links employing digital NLC.
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